Elmer The Elephant
When people should go to the book stores, search creation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really
problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will completely ease
you to see guide Elmer The Elephant as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them
rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net
connections. If you wish to download and install the Elmer The Elephant , it is extremely simple
then, previously currently we extend the associate to buy and make bargains to download and install
Elmer The Elephant consequently simple!

Elmer's Christmas - David McKee 2015-09-03
It's two days before Christmas Eve, the night
Papa Red visits, and the young elephants are
very excited. They choose a tree to decorate and
prepare the presents for Papa Red to collect
during the night to take to those who need them.
But this year Elmer has a special treat in store
for the young elephants, if they can keep quiet
and out of sight...
Elmars neuer Freund - David McKee 2012

Lost Teddy Elmer in the Snow Elmer's Special
Day
Elmer and Snake - David McKee 2014-01-02
The elephants want to play a trick on Elmer but
they can't think of one! So they ask wily old
Snake to help them . . . Discover who tricks
whom in this entertaining picture book about
everyone's favourite patchwork elephant.
'Visually and morally admirable' The Sunday
Times
Was Elmar alles kann - David McKee 1997

Frohe Weihnachten, Elmar! - David McKee
2010
Elmar und die Elefantenkinder erwarten äPapa
Redä, den Weihnachtselefanten. Ab 4.
Elmer - David MacKee 1989
Album - éléphant - couleur - différence intégration sociale.
Elmer and the Flood - David McKee
2015-09-03
Rain or no rain, Elmer is going for a walk. After
being cooped up in a cave with his herd, he
longs for a bit of fresh air and some peace and
quiet. But peace and quiet is going to have to
wait – when Elmer goes outside, he discovers the
rain has caused a flood. Can brave Elmer work
out a way to save a stranded young elephant?
Elmer - A Classic Collection - David McKee
2019-09-05
A collection of five of Elmer's best-loved tales,
bound together in a beautiful hardback with a
stunning gold and green foiled cover. The
perfect gift for fans of Elmer and his colourful
adventures, and an ideal introduction for the
very youngest readers. This treasury contains:
Elmer Elmer and the Rainbow Elmer and the
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Elmer's Special Day - David McKee 2013-11-30
It's almost Elmer's Day again and the elephants
have begun their preparations. But in all the
excitement they are making an awful lot of noise
and upsetting the other animals. Elmer changes
the rules, and invites every single animal to join
in the parade, but they have a surprise in store
for Elmer...
Elmer's Colours - David McKee 2018-06-07
Green, blue, yellow, pink? Choose your favourite
colour with Elmer! This chunky board book with
easy-grip toddler tabs on every page is perfect
for the very youngest Elmer fans.
Elmar und das Monster - David McKee
2014-08-13
Elmer and Wilbur - David McKee 2012-03-06
Elmer loves practical jokes, but so does his
cousin Wilbur. Until, that is, Elmer has an idea
which brings Wilbur back down to earth, in more
ways than one...
Elmar besucht die Wale - David McKee
2013-09-13
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Elmar - David McKee 2011-01

forget. Do they?
Elmer's Friends - David McKee 2013-03-07
This charming book of colours for very young
children features all the colours of the muchloved patchwork elephant Elmer. Every spread
has one or two bold and bright colours. Elmer
loves them all - which is your favourite? Children
will love the vibrant colours and rhyming text
which combine to make a wonderfully original
book of colours.
Elmar und die Nilpferde - David McKee 2003
Weil ihr Fluss mit Geröll verstopft ist, müssen
sich die Nilpferde im Fluss der Elefanten
aufhalten. Verärgert wenden sich diese an Elmar
den buntkarierten Elefanten, der vermitteln soll.
Ab 3.
Elmar: Elmars Farben - David McKee
2020-08-13

Elmer and the Hippos - David McKee 2012-07-10
The elephants are not happy - the hippos have
come to share the river because theirs has dried
up. When they complain to Elmer that the river
is over-crowded, everyone's favourite patchwork
elephant sets off to see if he can find a solution .
..
Elmer and the Tune - David McKee 2017-09-07
When Rose meets Elmer she's humming a tune,
a tune she just can't get out of her head. When
she leaves, Elmer realises he can't get the tune
out of his head either – and as he crosses the
jungle he can see the infectious tune spreading
to every animal Rose has met! Can Elmer help
everyone get rid of it?
Elmer and the Lost Teddy - David McKee
2013-04-04
Baby Elephant can't sleep because he has lost
his teddy, so Elmer sets off to look for it.
Eventually Elmer hears a voice shouting 'Help!
I'm lost!' Can Baby Elephant's teddy talk, or is
Wilbur playing a trick on Elmer, as usual?
Elmer and Super El - David McKee 2012-01-31
One morning, Elmer hears an "Oh no!" Looking
round, he spots Super El who's in need of
Elmer's help. He must get to Aunt Zelda without
any of the other animals seeing him and, as
usual, it's up to Elmer to come up with a cunning
plan!
Elmer Opposites - David McKee 2019-06-04
Big and small, quiet and loud, night and day...
Learn first opposites with Elmer and his friends
with this interactive board book specially
designed for very young children. Match the
opposites using the flip-flap pages! This simple
but engaging format encourages conversation
and play, so those little fingers can really get to
grips with opposites.Great for enriching young
readers' vocabulary in a fun and engaging way,
this interactive book features bright illustrations
and is the perfect introduction to the idea of
opposites.
Elmer and Grandpa Eldo - David McKee
2012-07-10
Elmer is on his way to visit his Grandpa Eldo. He
has great fun reminding Eldo of all the things
they used to do together, but is Eldo quite as
forgetful as Elmer thinks? He may be old but he
is an elephant, after all, and elephants never
elmer-the-elephant

Elmer and the Rainbow - David McKee
2012-05-03
Elmer and the other elephants are waiting for
the storm to end so they can see the beautiful,
colourful rainbow. But something dreadful has
happened: the rainbow has lost its colours!
Elmer decides to give his own colours to the
rainbow. But what will happen to Elmer if he
gives the rainbow his own colours? Will he lose
them for ever?
Elmer Board Book - David McKee 2014-08-26
Everyone's favorite patchwork elephant, Elmer,
is back in this brand-new 25th anniversary board
book edition of David McKee's classic tale,
Elmer. Elmer the elephant is bright-colored
patchwork all over. No wonder the other
elephants laugh at him! If he were ordinary
elephant color, the others might stop laughing.
That would make Elmer feel better, wouldn't it?
The surprising conclusion of this comical fable is
a celebration of individuality and the power of
laughter.
Elephant Colours - David McKee 2017-01-05
The perfect introduction to the world of Elmer
and his colourful elephant friends for the
youngest of children. This little book clips onto a
buggy and is superb for keeping little ones
entertained on the go. Children will engage with
the charming elephants in different colours which one is elephant colour? - and learn
important first vocabulary.
Elmer on Stilts - David McKee 2010
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Elmer has another of his good ideas in this large
format classic Elmer story. The hunters are
coming and all the elephants are worried. Elmer,
the patchwork elephant, comes up with a plan to
outwit the hunters but things don't turn out
quite as planned. "From the Non-traditional book
edition."
Elmer and Aunt Zelda - David McKee 2013-01-03
Elmer and Wilbur visit their Aunt Zelda. She
may be getting old and deaf, but she is fun and
has lots of interesting things to show the two
young elephants.
Elmer and the Race - David McKee 2016-06-02
The young elephants want to prove who is the
fastest, so Elmer and Wilbur organise a race.
Each decorated a different colour, the racers set
off around the course and discover things about
themselves – Blue may be first and Orange
second, but White is kind, Pink and Violet are
funny and Yellow is a cheat. Luckily Yellow also
learns he is very good at saying sorry, so each
young elephant gets a medal from Elmer.
Elmar im Schnee - David MacKee 1996
Elefant Elmar führt alle seine Dickhäuterfreunde
aus dem Urwald in die verschneite Bergwelt zu
einer vergnügten Schneeballschlacht in luftiger
Höhe.
Elmer - David McKee 1989-09-18
Elmer the elephant is bright-colored patchwork
all over. No wonder the other elephants laugh at
him! If he were ordinary elephant color, the
others might stop laughing. That would make
Elmer feel better, wouldn't it? The surprising
conclusion of David McKee's comical fable is a
celebration of individuality and the power of
laughter. Elmer the elephant, a colorful
character because of his patchwork hide and
sense of humor, tries to blend in with the herd,
but soon realizes that he's happiest just being
himself. "McKee's gentle humor and love of irony
are in full force in this celebration of
individuality and laughter." -- Publisher's
Weekly.
Elmer's Walk - David McKee 2018-09-06
Elmer is enjoying his walk: smelling the flowers,
watching the clouds, listening to the waterfall.
But each time he points out one of these lovely
things to the other animals, they all say they
don't have time to stop. They're far too busy.
Luckily Wilbur arrives at last and shares Elmer's
enjoyment in the stars. A celebration of
elmer-the-elephant
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mindfulness from master-storyteller David
McKee.
Hide-and-seek Elmer - David McKee 1998
Readers can learn each of Elmer the elephant's
colors when they join him in aplayful game of
hide-and-seek. Lift the flaps and help Elmer find
his friend, Bird. Full color.
Elmar und der Superelefant - David McKee
2011
Als Elmar den kleinen Superelefanten in seinem
zerissenen Heldenkostüm entdeckt, ist ihm klar,
dass er helfen muss. Doch erst einmal muss
Superelefant unbemerkt an den anderen Tieren
vorbei. Ab 4.
Elmer and Rose - David McKee 2013-09-30
Grandpa Eldo asks Elmer and Wilbur to help a
young elephant find her way back to her herd and they get a shock when they see she is pink!
No wonder she is called Rose. But there is an
even greater surprise in store when they reach
her herd - because everyone single one of them
is pink!
Elmar rettet den Regenbogen - David McKee
2013-04
Immer Elmar! - David McKee 2001-01
Elmer - David McKee 2019-05-02
Elmer is different. Elmer is patchwork. The grey
elephants all love him, but he soon starts to
wonder what it would be like to be just the same
as them... Full of colour, wisdom and pathos,
little readers will love this classic tale at
bedtime. Collect this special 30th birthday
hardback edition of David McKee's first book
about Elmer, that turned this adorable
patchwork elephant into a nursery favourite.
With this collector's edition comes a very special
Elmer print inside! Deservedly a modern classic,
with over ten million copies of his books sold
worldwide, Elmer's subtle message, that it is ok
to be different, resonates with children across
the world. Elmer the colourful patchwork
elephant has been a nursery favourite since this
first book was published in 1989. Happy 30th
Birthday, Elmer! 'A deserved favourite with the
2-5s' SUNDAY TIMES
Elmar und der Schmetterling - David McKee
2010-02
Elmer - David McKee 2017-05-04
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resonates with children across the world. The
Elmer book and CD pack features the classic
story with a special edition cover and a story CD,
perfect for sharing at bedtime or for livening up
a car journey.

David McKee's first book about Elmer turned
this adorable patchwork elephant into a nursery
favourite. Deservedly a modern classic, with
over two million copies sold worldwide, Elmer's
subtle message, that it is ok to be different,
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